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U.S. C1.136-89 19 Claims 

A large solar sensitive area for a solar battery is pro- 
vided by grouping a plurality of individual solar cells in 
side by side juxtaposed relationship on a flat insulative 
substrate. Electrical conductive members include a plu- 
rality of tynes which project through the insulative sub- 
strate and are mechanically biased against the surface 
of the solar cells so as to hold them in place on the sub- 
strate. The tynes of each electrical conductive member are 
elmtrically connected to the solar cells they contact in 
order to form an electrical parallel circuit. Certain elec- 
trically cqnductive members are further electrically con- 
nected to additional solar cells so as to form series elec- 
trical circuits for the appropriate solar cells. The series 
electrical cirouits provide required voltages from the 
solar battery; whereaq, the parallel electrical circuits pro- 
vide required electrical current from the solar battery. 

~ 

The invention described herein was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA contracf and is sub- 
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National Aer- 
onautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 (72 
Stat. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457). 

This invention relates to apparatus which mechapically 
and electrically interconnects a multiplicity of solar cells 
for collectively forming a solar battery. More partjcu- 
larly, this invention relates to apparatus which mechani- 
cally connects a multiplicity of solar cells to a substrate 
and electrically interconnects the same multiplicity of 
solar cells into a series-parallel electrical connection k r  
forming a solar battery. 

Photovoltaics or solar cells are well known devices for 
converting light energy into electrical energy. A well 
known solar cell today is the silicon photovoltaic cell. 
The silicon solar cell includes a diffused p-type service 
layer (boron treated) superimposed on a tliin n-type 
silicon wafer (usually 0.5 mm. in thickness). 

In order to produce a substantial amount of usable 
electrical power from an array of solar cells, a relatively 
large area of the solar sensitive cells must 'be provided 
for the conversion of solar energy into electrical power. 
The provision of a large solar sensitive area is achieved 
by grouping a plurality of individual solar cells in a side- 
by-side juxtaposed relationship. Adequate usable electri- 
cal current is obtained from the plurality of individual 
solar cells by iqterconnecting the solar cells in an eleotri- 
cal parallel ciycvit. Aqlequate usable vqltage is obt#ed 
from ~ plurality of indiddug solqr cells by iptercop- 
necting the qolar cells j, an dectrical s.erie8 circuit. Solar 
qeUs thus electrically interconqe\cted in an electriical par- 
allel-series matrix, mechanically interconqecJed a,pd ar- 
rayed SQ as to exppse the solar sensitive cells to radiation 
from the sun form a solar battsry. 

Pzesently, one of the largest applications for photoyol- 
taic or solar cells is in power supply sources for space 
vehicles. A solar electridal power supply source is most 
essential since alternative long life power sources are 
not available within the weight limitations imposed by 
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i n  

the lifting capacity of known launching v+icles. A cpn: 
tinuing requirement exists for improvements 9 a wei&t 
to output power ratio for solar cells utilized as p&er 
supply sources within space vehicles. 

It is well known that temperature has a defj$e a 
tainable effect on the electrical output of a coqyentio 
silicon solar cell battery. The electrical ouQut of a 
con solar cell bqttery increases as temperature decrg 
Thus, the electrical output from such a solqr cell battery 
is greater at -100" F., for eTample, than at r p q p  fey- 
perature. 

Since excessive non-proguctive materiqls previously uti- 
lized for the iqterconnectiQn of solar cells in f o h e  a 
solar battery not only add excessive weight an& m a s l t 6  

15 the solar battery but 
the solar battery, the 
elimination of such 
from solar cells and 

Accordingly, an important object of 'this inyentioq is 
20 to provide lightweight, rugged, durable elgctrical aR$ 

mechanical connecting structure for electrically intercop- 
qecting a multiplicity of solar cells and mt;cha$cally 3;: 
taching these solar cells to a lightweight syqstratp, an9 
tq each other, so as to form an effective and efficient 

connecting structure for a plural 
is simply constructed and e 
for mechanically and electr 

30 rality of salar cells for forming a 
Another object of this inventio 

cqnnecting structure for a plurali 
facilitates greater flexibility in the Fray  of so lq  ct;lls 
than heretofore has been possible. 

Another object of this invention is to ptoyide 
necting structure for a plurality of solar cells fq 
ing a solar battery which completely eliminqtes th$ use 
of adhesive and other egtqpeous materials prqyi<opnsly 

4o thought to be essential in tbe fabrication g d  array ~f a 
plurality of solar cells. 

Another object of this inveqtion i s  to provide intq- 
connecting structure for solar cells which r!eaqily adapts 
itself to currently used automated sqlderipg proGce$sgs. 

Another object of this ipvention is to provide ktercop- 
45 qecting structure for solar cells WhicQ perqjts ORQ or 

more defective solar cells to be easily unsoldered and 
4isGonnected from +e array of solar cells yiQo;ut ,disturb- 
ing other solar cells within the so@ battery. 

That @ese and other objects and ad,van$gges qf $4e in- 
vention aqe qbtained will be better understopd by refer- 
ring to a preferred embodiment thereof as illustrated in 
the accompanying drawings, in which: 

FtGURE ;L shows an array of a plur&ty of so& CpQs 
55 mechapically qttached to a thin subspate an4 electr&& 

interconnected in a Qarallel-series matrix' by the k&cog: 
nectiqg apparatys of this byention; 

FPUEE 2 shows the khin film substrate with gerfora: 
tions therein f,or receiving mechanical and lel&c?i 

FIGURE-3 shows the interconaectipg q p p a  
inve9tion used fo r  mechanically cQnnectiqg a p 
solar cells to a substr3te and eiectricdy int 
the same plurality of solar eUs ,in a paradel-series pa- 

4-4 in FIGURE 1 showing three solar cells me&anjcatly 
and electrically intercongected by the interconqectjng q- 
paratus of this invention. 

Referring to FIGURES 1 and 2, numeral IO genexally 
designates the substrate to which a pluraiity of solar cells 
are attached by the interconflecting apparatus of this in- 

25 solar battery. 
Another object sf this invention is to grqyidt; 
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60 terconnecting structure; 

65 trix; and 
a G U p E  4 is a cross sectional side vieyv @e,q qn 
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vention. In order to reduce the weight normally associated 
with an array of solar cells so as to thereby improve the 
weight to output power ratio for the solar battery a very 
thin film substrate preferably is used. It has been found 
that a silicon cloth impregnated with silicon rubber or a 
fiber glass impregnated with epoxy resin may be used for 
the substrate. Also it is recognized that ordinary paper or 
a very thin plastic type material may be used. The sub- 
strate, which must be a dielectric insulator, may be as thin 
and lightweight as possible commensurate with the load- 
ing limitations imposed by the solar cells and the solar 
battery. The solar cells are mounted on the substrate 10 
and mechanically and electrically interconnected by means 
of the interconnecting apparatus shown in FIGURES 1, 
3 and 4. 

Referring to FIGURE 3, the interconnecting apparatus 
of this invention is generally designated by the numeral 
12. Although the interconnecting apparatus 12 may be 
made from various materials it has been found that gold 
plated copper provides good electrical conductivity, me- 
chanical strength and flexibility. It is understood that the 
electrical and mechanical requirements for the intercon- 
necting apparatus 12 will vary in accordance with spe- 
cific application requirements for solar cells connected by 
this apparatus. Therefore, it is understood that the elec- 
trical and mechanical properties of the interconnecting ap- 
paratus 12 may be varied without limitations and still be 
within the purview of the scope and spirit of this inven- 
tion. 

Referring to FIGURES 1 and 3, and to FIGURE 3 in 
particular, it is seen that the interconnecting apparatus 12 
is provided with a body member 14 and projecting clamp- 
ing protrusions or tynes 16 extending from body member 
14. It is understood that FIGURES 1 and 3 show an ex- 
emplification of one of many possible arrangements for 
tynes 16 on body member 14 and that the scope of this 
invention is not limited to the particular arrangement 
shown in FIGURES 1 and 3 since the physical orientation, 
number, size, configuration, dimensions and various other 
physical attributes of the interconnecting apparatus 12, 
shown in the drawings for exemplification solely, may be 
varied without limitation and still be within the scope and 
spirit of this invention. As seen in FIGURES 1 and 3, a 
single tyne 16 is provided at both the upper and lower 
ends of the interconnecting apparatus. Two additional 
tynes 16 are provided at the center of the body member 
14. The two center tynes 16 are in close proximity with 
each other. This arrangement of tynes 16 on the body 
member 14 provides the interconnecting apparatus 12 
with the capability of mechanically clamping and elec- 
trically interconnecting two or more individual solar cells 
so as to form a solar battery. When the interconnecting 
apparatus 12 is connected to the substrate 10 and the solar 
cells 20 the tynes 16 project through the perforations 18 
provided in the substrate 10. 

As can best be seen in FIGURES 1 and 4, the inter- 
connecting apparatus 12 has its body member 14 posi- 
tioned underneath the substrate 10 so that the member 14 
may be soldered to the solar cells 20 by means of soldbr 
spots 22. Thus, substrate 10 is firmly held between mem- 
ber 14 and the solar cells 20 with member 14 being firmly 
attached to the solar cells 20 by the solder spots 22. 
The tynes 16 which project through the perforations 
18 in substrate 10 are provided with a U-shaped 
configuration near their outermost extremity 24, as 
shown in FIGURE 4. In attaching a tyne 16 to an 
adjacently disposed solar cell the extremity 24 of the tyne 
may be grasped by hand or with an instrument and bent 
in a downward direction as seen in FIGURE 4 so that the 
tyne 16 makes contact with the top of an adjacently dis- 
posed solar cell 20. Also it is understood that the tynes 16 
may be provided with a proper configuration prior to in- 
stallation so that upon being extended through perfora- 
tions 18 provided in substrate PO the lower portions of 
the U-shaped configurations provided on the end extremi- 

ties 24 of the tynes 16 contact the upper surface of an ad- 
jacently disposed solar cell 20 without further adjustment 
of the tynes. The tynes 16 may then be further attached to 
the solar cells 20 by means of solder spots 26, for example. 

The interconnection of a multiplicity of solar cells by 
the interconnecting apparatus of this invention effectively 
lends itself to fabrication by automation. Not only is the 
interconnecting apparatus readily adaptable to hand sol- 
dering techniques, but a whole array of solar cells may 
be bonded to the interconnecting apparatus by means of 
a tunnel oven process, for example. In using a tunnel oven 
process solder pre-forms are placed at positions 22 and 26 
as seen in FIGURE 4. A conveyor belt is then used to 
pass the structure to be soldered through an oven where 

15 the final soldering steps are completed. Thus the inter- 
connecting apparatus is firmly bonded to  the solar cells 
by this' automated process thereby expeditiously and ef- 
fectively fabricating a multiplicity of solar cells into a 
solar battery. 

Referring to FIGURE 4, it is seen that as electrical 
energy is produced from solar energy by the solar cell 
20, the electrical energy will flow from the solar cell 
through the solder bond 22 through the electrical conduct- 
ing interconnecting apparatus 12, through solder bond 26 

25 to the adjacent interconnected solar cell 20. Similiarly 
electrical energy flows between adjacent interconnected 
solar cells throughout the solar battery wherein the solar 
cells are interconnected by the interconnecting apparatus 
of this invention so as to produce an electrical parallel- 

When a solar cell requires replacement the spot weld 
attaching the solar cell to the interconnecting apparatus 
may be removed, the attaching tynes bent upward, the 
solar cell removed and another solar cell inserted in the 

While a particular embodiment of this invention has 
been set forth herein for purposes of illustrating the in- 
vention concepts advanced by this invention, it is t o  be 
understood that the inventive concepts are not to be limited 

40 thereto but are to be limited only in accordance with 
the claims appended hereto. 

20 

30 series matrix. 

33 position formerly occupied by the removed solar cell. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A solar battery comprising a multiplicity of solar 

cells and a parallel-series electrical matrix for said solar 
45 cells, the improvement wherein said interconnecting ap- 

paratus comprises: 
an insulative substrate; 
a plurality of electrical conducting body members; 
a plurality of tynes projecting from each electrical 

conducting body member through openings in the 
substrate and adapted for mechanical contact against 
a plurality of solar cells to hold them in a side by 
side juxtaposed column relationship on said sub- 
strate; 

55 means electrically connecting said tynes of each 
electrical conducting body member to at least two 
or more solar cells in a column for forming parallel 
electrical circuits for each column; and 

means further electrically connecting selected electrical 
conducting body members to at least one solar cell 
of an adjacent column for forming series electrical 
circuits for the adjacent solar cell columns. 

2. Interconnecting apparatus in accordance with 
claim 1 wherein a thin film substrate is superimposed on 

65 a portion of said electrical conducting body member, said 
substrate being provided with perforations so that said 
tynes may project through said substrate for contacting 
adjacently disposed solar cells. 

3. Interconnecting apparatus in accordance with claim 
70 2 wherein said substrate is a fiber glass impregnated with 

4. Interconnecting apparatus in accordance with claim 
2 wherein said substrate is a silicon cloth impregnated 
with silicon rubber. 

5. Interconnecting apparatus in accordance with claim 
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2 wherein said substrate is a fiber glass impregnated with means electrically connecting each tyne of said second 
epoxy resin. member to the solar cell it contaots for forming a 
6. Interconnecting apparatus in accordance with claim parallel electrical circuit for said second pair of solar 

1 wherein said tynes are provided with a U-shaped con- cells; and 
figuration adjacent their outermost extremity so as to s means further electrically connecting said second 
facilitate a good mechanical and electrical connection eletctrical conductive member to said first pair of 
with a solar call. solar cells for forming series electrical circuits for 

4. Interconnecting apparatus in accordance with claim said first and said second pairs of solar cells. 
1 wherein said body member contacts the first of two 13. A solar battery in accordance with claim 12 where- 
adjacently disposed solar cells and one or more of said 10 in said insulative substrate is a flat dielectric insulator 
tynes project between the solar cells for contacting the sheet. 
second of the two adjacently disposed solar cells. 14. A solar battery in accordance with claim 13 where- 

8. Interconnectifig apparatus in accordance with claim in said substrate is a silicon cloth impregnated with 
7 wherein said tyne mechanically and elwtrically con- silicon rubber. 
tacts only one surface of one of two adjacently disposed 15 15. A solar battery in accordance with claim 13 where- 
solar cells. in said substrate is fiber glass impregnated with epoxy 

9. Interconnecting apparatus in accordance with claim resin. 
7 wherein said means for connecting said one or more 16. A solar battery in accordance with claim 13 where- 
body member and said tynes to two or more solar cells in said tynes include horizontal portions spaced from said 
consists of solar spots. 20 insulation sheet, which portions are provided with a U- 

10. Interconnecting apparatus in accordance with shape configuration adjacent their outermost extremity so 
claim 1 wherein said electrical conduoting body mem- as to facilitate a good mechanical and electrical connec- 
ber is provided with a tyne near each end extremity and tion with a solar cell held in place against said sheet by 
two tynes in close proximity adjacent the center of said said tynes. 
body member. 17. A solar battery in accordance with claim 12 where- 

11. A solar battery comprising: in said second electrical conductive member is positioned 
at least a first pair of solar cells positioned on an in- between adjacent solar cells of said first and second pairs 

sulative substrate; and includes means for electrically connecting both of the 
a first electrical conductive member having at least adjacently disposed cells together in sexies at said second 

a pair of tynes projected through said substrate with 30 electrical conductive member. 
one tyne each adapted for forceful contact against a 18. A solar battery in accordance with claim 12 where- 
solar cell of said first pair to mechanically hold said in said first and second electrical conductive members 
first cell pair in side by side relationship on said eachcomprise: 
substrate; a flat elongated main body portion having the tynes 

means electrically connecting each tyne to the solar 35 integral therewith and extending vertically from a 
cell it contacts for forming a parallel electrical cir- lengthwise edge thereof through said insulative sub- 
cuit for the solar cells of said first pair; strate; and 

at least one additional solar cell positioned on said said tynes further characterized as having terminal por- 
insulative substrate immediately adjacent said first 4o tions bent over and spaced from the substrate a dis- 
electrical member; and tance sufficient to mechanically secure a solar cell 

means electrically connecting said additional c d  to between the substrate and the terminal portion of 
said first electrical conductive member for forming the tynes. 
a series electrical circuit for said additional cell and 19. A solar battery in accordance with claim 18 where- 
said f is t  pair of cells. in Ithe electrical connecting meam for said additional cell 

a solder spot [between said main body portion of said 
first electrical conductive member and the surface 
of the additional cell disposed on the substrate. 

No references cited. 
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12. A solar battery in accordance with claim 11 and 45 comprises: 

a second pair of solar cells mounted on said insulative 
substrate; 

a second electrical conductive member separate from 
said first electrical conductive member and also hav- 

further comprising at least: 

ing at least a pair of tynes projected through said 
substrate, with one tyne each adapted for forceful ALLEN B. Primary Examiner. 
contact against a solar cell of said second pair to 
mechanically hold said second cell pair in side by 55 U.S. C1. X.R. 
side relationship on said substrate; 339-17 




